more or less naturally. Another difficult point is to judge the biological plausibility which can be obvious for some methods but much less for the others. Another criterion is the computational time or the algorithmic complexity, but it is very difficult to make this comparison as all the existing models do not provide cues about their complexity. Finally a classification of methods based on center-surround contrast compared to information theory based methods do not take into account different approaches as the spectral residual one for example. Therefore, we introduce here a new taxonomy of the saliency methods which is based on the context that those methods take into account to exhibit signal novelty. In this framework, there are three classes of methods. The first one is pixel's surroundings: here a pixel or patch is compared with its surroundings at one or several scales. A second class of methods will use as a context the entire image and compare pixels or patches of pixels with other pixels or patches from other locations in the image but not necessarily in the surroundings of the initial patch. Finally, the third class will take into account a context which is based on a model of what the normality should be. This model can be described as a priori probabilities, Fourier spectrum models ...In the following sections, the main methods from those three classes are described for still images.
Context: pixel's surroundings
This approach is based on a biological motivation and dates back to the work of Koch & Ullman (1985) on attention modeling. The main principle is to initially compute visual features at several scales in parallel, then to apply center-surround inhibition, combination into conspicuity maps (one per feature) and finally to fuse them into a single saliency map. There are a lot of models derived from this approach which mainly use local center-surround contrast as a local measure of novelty. A good example of this family of approaches is the Itti's model ( Figure 1 ) Itti et al. (1998) which is the first implementation of the Koch and Ullman model. It is composed of three main steps. First, three types of static visual features are selected (colors, intensity and orientations) at several scales. The second step is the center-surround inhibition which will provide high response in case of high contrast, and low response in case of low contrast. This step results in a set of feature maps for each scale. The third step consists in an across-scale combination, followed by normalization to form "conspicuity" maps which are single multiscale contrast maps for each feature. Finally, a linear combination is made to achieve inter-features fusion. Itti proposed several combination strategies: a simple and efficient one is to provide higher weights to conspicuity maps which have global peaks much bigger than their mean. This is an interesting step which integrates global information in addition to the local multi-scale contrast information.
This implementation proved to be the first successful approach of attention computation by providing better predictions of the human gaze than chance or simple descriptors like entropy. Following this success, most computational models of bottom-up attention use the comparison of a central patch to its surroundings as a novelty indicator. An update is obtained by adding other features to the same architecture such as symmetry Privitera & Stark (2000) or curvedness Valenti et al. (2009) . Le Meur et al. (2006) refined the model by using more biological cues like contrast sensitivity functions, perceptual decomposition, visual masking, and center-surround interactions. Another popular and efficient model is the Graph Based Visual Saliency model (GVBS, Harel et al. (2007) ), which is very close to Itti et al. (1998) regarding feature extraction and center-surround, but differs from it in the fusion step where GBVS computes an activation map before normalization and combination. Other models like Gao et al. (2008) also used center-surround approaches even if the rest of the computation is made in a different mathematical framework based on a Bayesian approach. Itti et al. (1998) . Three stages: center-surround differences, conspicuity maps, inter-feature fusion into saliency map.
Context: the whole image
In this approach, the context which is used to provide a degree of novelty or rarity to image patches is not necessarily the surroundings of the patch, but can be other patches in its neighborhood or even anywhere in the image. The idea can be divided in two steps. First, local features are computed in parallel from a given image. The second step measures the likeness of a pixel or a neighborhood of pixels to other pixels or neighborhoods within the image. This kind of visual saliency is called "self-resemblance". A good example is shown in Figure 2 . The model has two parts. First it proposes to use local regression kernels as features. Second it proposes to use a nonparametric kernel density estimation for such features, which results in a saliency map consisting of local "self-resemblance" measure, indicating likelihood of saliency Seo & Milanfar (2009) . A similar approach was developed in Mancas (2007) and Mancas (2009) , that detects saliency in the areas which are globally rare and locally contrasted. After a feature extraction step, both local contrast and global rarity of pixels are taken into account to compute a saliency map. An example of the difference between locally contrasted features and globally rare is given in Figure 3 . The leftmost image is an apple with a defect shown in red. The second image shows the fixations predicted by Itti et al. (1998) where the locally contrasted apple edges are well detected while its less contrasted but rare defect is not. The third image shows results from Mancas et al. (2007) which detected the apple edges, but also the defect. Finally the rightmost image is the mouse tracking result for more than 30 users. A typical model using this context is the model of Stentiford (2001) which uses random neighborhoods and check if it is possible to find a lot of those neighborhoods or not in the rest of the image. If there are few possibilities, the patch was rare, thus salient. This model does not need feature extraction, as features remain included in the compared patches. Oliva et al. (2003) also defined the saliency as the inverse likelihood of the features at each location. This likelihood is computed as a Gaussian probability all over the image on the features which are extracted by using a steerable pyramid. Boiman & Irani (2005) proposed a method where different patches were not only compared between them, but also their relative positions where taken into account.
A well-known model is Bruce & Tsotsos (2006) . This model of bottom-up overt attention is proposed based on the principle of maximizing information sampled from a scene. The proposed operation is based on Shannon's self-information measure and is achieved in a neural circuit taking into account patches from the image projected on a new basis obtained by performing an ICA (Independent Component Analysis Hyvärinen et al. (2001) ) on a large sample of 7x7 RGB patches drawn from natural images.
Recently, Goferman et al. (2010) has introduced context-aware saliency detection based on four principles. First, local low-level considerations, including factors such as contrast and color are used. Second, global considerations, which suppress frequently occurring features, while maintaining features that deviate from the norm are taken into account. Higher level information as visual organization rules, which state that visual forms may possess one or several centers of gravity about which the form is organized are then used. Finally, human faces detection are also integrated into the model. While the two first points are purely bottom-up, the two others may introduce some top-down information.
Context: a model of normality
This approach is probably less biologically-motivated in most of the implementations. The context which is used here is a model of what the image should be: if things are not like they should be, this can be surprising, thus interesting. In Achanta et al. (2009) a very simple attention model was developed. His method, first, changes the color space from RGB to Lab and finds the Euclidean distance between the Lab pixel vectors in a Gaussian filtered image with the average Lab vector for the input image. This is illustrated in the Figure 4 . The mean image used is a kind of model of the image statistics and pixels which are far from those statistics are more salient. In 2006, Itti & Baldi (2006) released the concept of surprise, central to attention. They described a formal Bayesian definition of surprise that is the only consistent formulation under minimal axiomatic assumptions. Surprise quantifies how data affects an observer, by measuring the difference between posterior and prior (model of normality) beliefs of the observer. In Hou & Zhang (2007) , the authors proposed a model that is independent of any features. As it is known that natural images have a 1 f decreasing log-spectrum, the difference between this normality model obtained by low-pass filtering and the log-spectrum of the image is reconstructed into the image space and lead to the saliency map.
Attention models for still images: a comparison
It is not easy to classify attention models, for several reasons. First, there is a large variety of models. Second, some research groups (e.g., Itti's) have implemented different models, finding themselves in several categories. Also some approaches have several contexts and could be classified in more than one category, but based on the context notion, is seems possible to find this three main families of methods despite their diversity.
Figure 5 displays saliency maps computed with six models (available as Matlab codes), along with the eyestracking results to show where people really look at. For this purpose three images from the Bruce's database 1 were used. Along with the saliency maps of six models, one can find the most salient areas after automatic thresholding.
Figure 5 reveals that saliency maps can be quite different, from very fuzzy ones (Itti, Harrel or Seo) to high resolution ones (Mancas, Bruce or Achanta) . It is not easy to compare those saliency maps (they should all be low-pass filtered to decrease their resolution). Nevertheless for the purpose of compression, one needs a model which is able to highlight the interesting areas but also the interesting edges as Mancas.
Videos
Part of the static models have been extended to video. Itti's model was generalized with the addition of motion features and flickering and in Itti & Baldi (2006) he applied another approach based on surprise to static but also dynamic images. Le Meur et al. (2007b) used motion in addition to spatial features. Gao et al. (2008) generalized his 2D square center-surround approach to 3D cubic shapes. Belardinelli et al. (2008) used an original approach of 3D Gabor filter banks to detect spatio-temporal saliency. Bruce & Tsotsos (2009) extended his model by learning ICA not only on 2D patches but on spatio-temporal 3D patches. As shown in Figure 6 , similarly to Gao, Seo & Milanfar (2009) Butko et al. (2008) that propose a Bayesian framework for saliency. Two methods are implemented. First, the features are calculated as responses of biologically plausible linear filters, such as DoG (Differences of Gaussians) filters. Second, the features are calculated as the responses to filters learned from natural images using independent component analysis (ICA). Frintrop (2006) introduces the biologically motivated computational attention system VOCUS (Visual Object detection with a Computational attention System) that detects regions of interest in images. It operates in two modes, in an exploration mode in which no task is provided, and in a search mode with a specified target. The bottom-up mode is based on an enhancement of the Itti model. Finally, Mancas, Riche & J. Leroy (2011) has developed a bottom-up saliency map to detect abnormal motion. The proposed method is based on a multi-scale approach using features extracted from optical flow and global rarity quantification to compute bottom-up saliency maps. It shows good results from four objects to dense crowds with increasing performance. The idea here is to show that motion is most of the time salient but within motion, there might be motion which is more or less salient. Mancas model is capable of extracting different motion behavior from complex videos or crowds (Figure 7) . 
Extension to 3D
With the release of the Microsoft's Kinect sensor 2 , in November 2010, 3D features have become easily accessible. In terms of computational attention this depth information is very important. For example, in all models released up to now, movement perpendicular to the plane of the camera could not be taken into account. A 3D model-based motion detection in a scene has been implemented by Riche et al. (2011) . The proposed algorithm has three main steps. First, 3D motion (speed and direction) features are extracted from the RGB video and the depth map of the Kinect sensor. The second step is a spatiotemporal filtering of the features at several scales to provide multi scale statistics. Finally, the third step is the rarity-based attention computation within the video frame.
Audio signals
There are very few auditory attention models compared to visual attention models. However, we can classify existing models into different categories.
As shown in Figure 8 , Kayser et al. (2005) computes auditory saliency maps based on Itti's visual model (1998) . First, the sound wave is converted to a time-frequency representation ("intensity image"). Then three auditory features are extracted on different scales and in parallel (intensity, frequency contrast, and temporal contrast). For each feature, the maps obtained at different scales are compared using a center-surround mechanism and normalized. The center-surround maps are fused across scales achieving saliency maps for individual features. Finally, a linear combination builds the saliency map.
Another approach to compute auditory saliency map is based on following the well-established approach of Bayesian Surprise in computer vision (Itti & Baldi (2006) ). An auditory surprise is introduced to detect acoustically salient events. First, a Short-Time Fourier transform (STFT) is used to calculate the spectrogram. The surprise is computed in the Bayesian framework. (2007) define features that can be computed along audio signals in order to assess the level of auditory attention on a normalized scale, i.e. between 0 and 1. The proposed features are derived from a time-frequency representation of audio signals and highlight salient regions such as regions with high loudness, temporal and frequency contrasts. Normalized auditory attention levels can be used to detect sudden and unexpected changes of audio textures and to focus the attention of a surveillance operator to sound segments of interest in audio streams that are monitored.
Saliency models: including top-down information
There are two main families of top-down information which can be added to bottom-up attention. The first one mainly deals with learnt normality which can come from the experience from the current signal if it is time varying, or from previous experience (tests, databases) for still images. The second approach is about task modeling which can either use object recognition-related techniques or which can model the usual location of those objects of interest.
Top-down as learnt normality: attending unusual events
Concerning still images, the "normal" gaze behavior can be learnt from the "mean observer". Eye-tracking techniques can be used on several users, and the mean of their gaze on a set of natural images can be computed. This was achieved by several authors as it can be seen on Figure 9 . Bruce and Judd et al. (2009) used eye-trackers while Mancas (2007) used mouse-tracking techniques to compute this mean observer. In all cases, it seems clear that, for natural images, the eye gaze is attracted by the center of the images.
This fact seems logical as natural images are acquired using cameras and the photographer will naturally tend to locate the objects of interest in the center of the picture. This observation might be interesting in the field of image compression as high quality compression seems to be required mainly in the center of the image while peripheral areas could be compressed with lower rates.
Of course, this observation for natural images is very different from more specific images which use a priori knowledge. Mancas (2009) showed using mouse tracking that gaze density is very different on a set of advertisements and on a set of websites as it is showed in Figure 9 on the two right images. This is partly due to a priori knowledge that people have about those images. For example, when viewing a website, the upper part has high chance to contain the logo and title, while the left part should contain the menu. During images or video viewing, the default template is the one of natural images with a high weight on the center of the image. If supplemental knowledge is known about the image, the top-down information will modify the mean behavior towards the optimized gaze density. Those top-down maps can highly influence the bottom-up saliency map but this influence is variable. In Mancas (2009) it appears that top-down information seems more important in the case of websites, than advertisements and natural images. Other kinds of models can be learnt from videos, especially if the camera is still. It is possible to accumulate motion patterns for each extracted feature which provides a model of normality. As an example, after a given period of observation, one can say: here moving objects are generally fast (first feature: speed) and going from left to right (second feature: direction). If an object, at the same location is slow and/or going from right to left, this is surprising given what was previously learnt from the scene, thus attention will be directed to this object. This kind of considerations can be found in Mancas & Gosselin (2010) . It is possible to go further and to have different cyclic models in time. In a metro station, for example, normal people behavior when a train arrives in the station is different from the one during the waiting period in terms of people direction, speed, density ...In the literature (mainly in video surveillance) the variations in time of the normality models is learnt through HMMs (Hidden Markov Models) Jouneau & Carincotte (2011) .
Top-down as a task: attending to objects or their usual position
While the previous section dealt with attention attracted by events which lead to situations which are not consistent with the knowledge acquired about the scene, here we focus on the second main top-down cue which is a visual task ("find the keys"). This task will also have a huge influence on the way the image is attended and it will imply object recognition ("recognize the keys") and object usual location ("they could be on the floor, but never on the ceiling").
Object recognition
Object recognition can be achieved through classical methods or using points of interest (like SIFT, SURF . . . Bay et al. (2008) ) which are somehow related to saliency. Some authors integrated the notion of object recognition into the architecture of their model like Navalpakkam & Itti (2005) . They extract the same features as for the bottom-up model, from the object and learn them. This learning step will provide weight modification for the fusion of the conspicuity maps which will lead to the detection of the areas which contain the same feature combination as the learnt object.
Object location
Another approach is in providing with a higher weight the areas from the image which have a higher probability to contain the searched object. Several authors as Oliva et al. (2003) developed methods to learn objects' location. Vectors of features are extracted from the images and their dimension is reduced by using PCA (Principal Component Analysis). Those vectors are then compared to the ones from a database of images containing the given object. Figure 10 shows the potential people location that has been extracted from the image. This information, combined with bottom-up saliency lead to the selection of a person sitting down on the left part of the image. 
Visibility models
Compared to other Bayesian frameworks (e.g. Oliva et al. (2003) ), these models have a main difference. The saliency map is dynamic even for static images, as it will change depending on the eye fixations and not only the signal features: of course, given the resolution drop-off from the fixation point to the periphery, it is clear that some features are well identified in some eye fixation, while less or even not visible during other eye fixations. Najemnik & Geisler (2005) found that an ideal observer based on a Bayesian framework can predict eye search patterns including the number of saccades needed to find a target, the amount of time needed as well as the saccades spatial distribution.
Other authors like Legge et al. (2002) proposed a visibility model capable to predict the eye fixations during the task of reading. In the same way, Reninger used similar approaches for the task of shape recognition. Tatler (2007) introduces a tendency of the eye gaze to stay in the middle of the scene to maximize the visibility over the image (which reminds the top-down centered preference for natural images we developed in section Top-down as learnt normality: attending unusual events.
Attention-based visual coding
Since the late 1990's techniques based on attention have been introduced in the field of image and video coding (e.g., Kortum & Geisler (1996); Maeder et al. (1996) ). Attention can be used to compress videos or to transmit the most salient parts first during the data transfer from a server to a client. This section will first introduce general principles of video compression, then review some of the major achievements in saliency-based visual coding.
General video coding and compression
The goal of this section is to briefly introduce the concepts of video coding and compression, which tends to be used interchangeably since they are heavily related. What follows in this section is a short introduction to general video compression for which Lorente (2011) is an example of recent exhaustive review.
Video compression is the process of converting a video signal into a format that takes up less storage space or transmission bandwidth. It can be considered as a coding scheme that reduces bits of information representing the video. Nevertheless the overall visual quality has to be preserved, leading to a compromise between the level of artifacts and the bandwidth.
Two types of compression can be distinguished: lossy and lossless compression Richardson (2003) . In a lossless compression system statistical redundancy is removed so that the original data can be perfectly reconstructed. Unfortunately, at the present time lossless methods only allows a modest amount of compression, insufficient for most video applications. On the other hand, lossy compression provides bigger compression ratios, at the expense of not being able to reconstruct perfectly the original signal. Lossy compression is the type of compression most commonly used for video, attention-based or not.
It is interesting to note that, even if generic compression algorithms do not explicitly use saliency, they implicitly exploit the mechanisms of human visual perception to remove redundant information Geisler & Perry (1998) . For example retinal persistence of vision makes the human eye keep an instantaneous view of a scene for about one-tenth of a second at least. This allows video (theoretically a continuum of time) to be represented by a series of discrete frames (e.g., 24 frames per second) with no apparent motion distortion.
Coding standards define a representation of visual data as well as a method of decoding it to reconstruct visual information. Recent hybrid standards like H.264/AVC Wiegand et al. (2003) have led to significant progress in compression quality, allowing for instance the transmission of high definition (HD) television signals over a limited-capacity broadcast channel, and video streaming over the internet Richardson (2003) .
Emerging video coding standard H.265 3 aims at enhancing video coding efficiency using intensive spatiotemporal prediction and entropy coding. Nevertheless, this new standard only considers objective redundancy, as opposed to attention-based methods described below.
A review of the attention-based methods
The above mentioned compression methods tend to distribute the coding resources evenly in an image. On the contrary, attention-based methods encode visually salient regions with high priority, while treating less interesting regions with low priority (Figure 11 ). The aim of these methods is to achieve compression without significant degradation of perceived quality.
Saliency-based methods derive from biological properties of the human eye, that enable one to focus only on a limited region of an image at a time. It is thus a subjective notion, but a lot of research has been devoted to its modeling and quantification.
In the following there is an attempt to list the methods currently available in the literature, pointing to their strengths and weaknesses when possible. Although there is currently no Fig. 11 . Illustration of the distortions introduced by general compression methods (three first images on the left) compared to saliency-based compression (three last images on the right), at three different compression levels. Adapted from Yu & Lisin (2009)) unified taxonomy, we have divided the methods into interactive, indirect and direct, the latter being the most commonly studied.
Interactive approaches
As described above, earlier approaches for modeling the human visual system (HVS) relied on eye-tracking devices to monitor attention points (e.g., Kortum & Geisler (1996) ).
With such devices, encoding continuously and efficiently follows the focus of the observer. Indeed, observers usually do not notice any degradation of the received frames. However, these techniques are neither practical (because of the use of the eye-tracking device) nor general (because they are restricted to a single viewer). A general coding scheme should be independent of the number of observers, the viewing distance, and any hardware device or user interaction.
Even in the absence of eye tracking, an interactive approach has demonstrated usefulness. Observers can for example explicitly point to priority regions with the mouse Geisler & Perry (1998) . However, extending this approach to general-purpose non-interactive video compression presents severe limitations.
Attempts to automatize this approach by using attention-based methods are very complex as top-down information is very important and if clear salient objects are not present in a frame, people gaze can be very different. Despite progresses in attention modelling and even though human gaze is well modelled in the presence of salient objects, it is not possible to obtain a reliable model of human gaze in the absence of specific salient objects (as can be seen in Figure  12 ). Indeed, the highly dynamical process of eye movements is influenced a lot by previous gaze position if no salient objects pops out from the background. 
Indirect approaches
Indirect compression consists in modifying the source image to be coded, while keeping the same coding scheme. Such methods are thus generally driven by a saliency map based methods.
The seminal model of Itti et al. (1998) was later applied to video compression in Itti (2004) by computing a saliency map for each frame of a video sequence and applying a smoothing filter to all non-salient regions. Smoothing leads to higher spatial correlation, a better prediction efficiency of the encoder, and therefore a reduced bit-rate of the encoded video.
The main advantages of this method are twofold. First, a high correlation with human eye movements on unconstrained video inputs is observed. Second a good compression rate is achieved, the average size of a compressed video being approximately half the size of the original one, for both MPEG-1 and MPEG-4 (DivX) encodings.
Another method combines both top-down and bottom-up information, using a wavelet decomposition for multiscale analysis Tsapatsoulis et al. (2007) . Bit rate gain ranging from 15% to 64% for MPEG-1 videos and from 10.4% to 28.3% for MPEG-4 are reported. Mancas et al. (2007) proposed an indirect approach based on their attention model. An anisotropic pre-filtering of the images or frames is achieved keeping highly salient regions with a good resolution, while low-pass filtering the regions with less important details ( Figure  13 ). Depending on the method parameters, images could be compressed twice as much for standard JPEG. Nevertheless even though the quality of the important areas remain unchanged, the quality of the less important regions can dramatically decrease. It is thus not easy to compare the compression rate as the quality of the images remains subjective. The main advantage of indirect approaches is that they are easy to set up because the coding scheme remains the same. The intelligence of the algorithm is applied as a pre-processing step while standard coding algorithms are used afterwards. This fact also led people to easily quantify the gain in terms of compression as the main compression algorithm can be used directly on the image or on the saliency pre-processed image. However, one possible problem is that the degradation of less salient zones can become strong. Selective blurring can lead to artifacts and distortions in low-saliency regions Li et al. (2011) .
Direct approaches
Recent work on modeling visual attention (Le Meur, Itti, Parkhurst, Chauvin ...) paved the way to efficient compression applications that modify the heart of the coding scheme to enhance the perceived quality. In this case some modifications to the saliency map are generally necessary to dedicate it directly to coding. The saliency maps will not only be used in the pre-processing step, but also in the entire compression algorithm. Li et al. (2011) , a recent extension of Itti (2004) , uses a similar neurobiological model of visual attention to generate a saliency map, whose most salient locations are used to generate a so-called guidance map. The latter is used to guide the bit allocation through quantization parameter (QP) tuning by constrained global optimization. Considering its efficiency at achieving compression while preserving visual quality and the general nature of the algorithm, the authors suggest that it might be integrated in general-purpose video codecs.
Future work in this direction should include a study of possible artifacts in the low-bit rate regions of the compressed video, which may themselves become salient and attract human attention. Another possible issue pointed out in Li et al. (2011) is that the attention model does not always predict accurately where people look at. For example high speed motion increases saliency, but regions with lower motion can attract more attention (e.g., a person running on the sidewalk, while cars are going faster).
Other approaches with lower computational complexity have been investigated, and in particular two methods using the spectrum of the images: the Spectral Residual Hou & Zhang (2007) and the Phase spectrum of Quaternion Fourier Transform Guo & Zhang (2010) . The goal here is to suppress spectral elements corresponding to frequently occurring features.
The Phase spectrum of Quaternion Fourier Transform (PQFT) is an extension of the phase spectrum of Fourier transform (PFT) to quaternions incorporating inter-frame motion. The latter method derives from the property of the Fourier transform, that the phase information specifies the location each of the sinusoidal components resides within the image. Thus the locations with less periodicity or less homogeneity in an image create the so-called proto objects in the reconstruction of the image's phase spectrum, which indicates where the object candidates are located. A multi-resolution wavelet foveation filter suppressing coefficients corresponding to background is then applied. Compression rates between 32.6% (from 8.88Mb for raw H-264 file to 5.98Mb for compressed file) and 38% (from 11.4Mb for raw MPEG-4 file to 7.07Mb for compressed file) are reported in Guo & Zhang (2010) .
These Fourier-based approaches are computationally efficient, but they are less connected to the Human Visual System. They also have two main drawbacks linked to the properties of the Fourier transform. First, if an object occupied most of the image, only its boundaries will be detected, unless resampling is used (at the expense of a blurring of the boundaries). Second, an image with a smooth object in front of a textured background will lead to the background being detected (saliency reversal).
Using the bit allocation model of Li et al. (2011) , a scheme for attention video compression has recently been suggested by Gupta & Chaudhury (2011) . It proposes a learning-based feature integration algorithm, with a Relevance Vector Machine architecture, incorporating visual saliency propagation (using motion vectors), to save computational time. This architecture is based on thresholding of mutual information between successive frames for flagging frames requiring recomputation of saliency.
Enhancing the objective quality
Many encoding techniques have sought to optimize perceptual rather than objective quality: these techniques allocate more bits to the image areas where human can easily see coding distortions, and allocate fewer bits to the areas where coding distortions are less noticeable. Experimental subjective quality assessment results show that visual artifacts can be reduced through this approach. However two problems arise: first, the mechanisms of human perceptual sensitivity are still not fully understood, especially as captured by computational models; second, perceptual sensitivity may not necessarily explain people's attention.
The use of top-down information is very efficient as it is very likely to be attended. Face detection is one of the crucial features, but also text detection, skin color, motion-related events for video-surveillance, . . . (see for example Tan & Davis (2004) and references therein).
Image retargeting based on saliency maps
In previous sections, the compression algorithms do not modify the original spatial (frame resolution) and temporal (video length) size of the signal: an obvious idea which drastically compresses an image is of course to decrease its size. This size decrease can be brutal (zoom on a region and the rest of the image is discarded) or softer (the resolution of the context of the region of interest is decreased but not fully discarded). The first approach will of course be more efficient from a compression point of view, but it will fully discard the context of the regions of interest which can be disturbing.
The direct image cropping will be called here "perceptual zoom" while the second approach which will keep some context around the region of interest will be called "anisotropic resolution". Both approaches provide image retargeting. Retargeting is the process of resizing images while minimizing visual distortion and keeping at best the salient content.
Images can be resized (zoomed) according to two families of methods, either taking into account the relevance of the content or not. In the first case, it not only requires to preserve the content but also the structure of the original image Shamir & Sorkine (2009) so the cropping should avoid to be too restrictive.
The second case comprises methods such as letter and pillar boxing, fixed windowing cropping and scaling. These methods are fast but often give poor results. Indeed, fixed windowing cropping can leave relevant contents outside the window, while scaling can engender losses of important information which could eventually lead to an unrecognizable image Liu & Gleicher (2005) . Therefore, these classical methods are not mentioned further in this section.
Spatio-temporal visual data repurposing: perceptual zoom
Human beings are naturally able to perceive interesting areas of an image, as illustrated in the previous sections of this chapter. Zooming in images should therefore focus on such regions of interest.
Images manipulation programs provide tools to manually draw these rectangles of interest, but the process can be automated with the help of attention algorithms presented above in this chapter. Interestingly, such techniques can also be used for real time spatio-temporal images broadcast Chamaret et al. (2010) . Figure 14 shows several perceptual zooms depending on a parameter which will threshold the smoothed Mancas (2009) saliency map.
In the next section, the main general retargeting methods based on content-aware cropping are presented. Then, attention-based retargeting methods are more specifically described.
General retargeting methods
An interactive cropping method is proposed by Santella et al. (2006) , whose purpose is to create aesthetically pleasing crops without explicit interaction. The location of important content of the image is realized by segmentation and by eye-tracking. With a collection of gaze-based crops and an optimization function, the method identifies the best crops.
Another approach is to calculate automatically an "active window" with a predefined size, as presented by Tao et al. (2007) . In this case the retargeted image has to satisfy two (2009)) is computed and low-pass filtered, several threshold values are used to extract the bounding boxes of the more interesting areas. Depending on this threshold, the zoom is more or less precise/important. requirements: to preserve temporal and spatial distance, and to contain useful information such as objects shapes and motions. These methods are composed of the following three steps. First, extraction of the image foreground, for example by minimizing an energy function to automatically separate foreground from background pixels. Second, optimization of the active window to fit in the target size. Third, clustering to reduce the number of parameters to be estimated in the optimization process. Figure 15 perfectly illustrates the process of the saliency-based retargeting. From the original image, on the left, a saliency map is computed (in the middle) from which an area with higher intensity is extracted using some algorithm and its bounding-box will represent the zoom. A technique to determine automatically the "right" viewing area for spatio-temporal images is proposed in Deselaers et al. (2008) . Images are first analyzed to determine relevant regions by using three strategies: the visual saliency of spatial images, optical flow for movements and the appearance of the image. A log-linear algorithm then computes the relevance for every position of the image to determine a sequence of cropping positions with a correct aspect ratio for the display device. Suh et al. (2003) uses the Itti & Koch (2001) algorithm to compute the saliency map, that serves as a basis to automatically delineate a rectangular cropping window. A fast greedy algorithm was developed to optimize the window, that has to take into account most of the saliency while remaining sufficiently small.
Saliency maps based methods
The previous methods show that the perceptual zoom not only compresses the images, but it also allows better recognition during visual search! The Self-Adaptive Image Cropping for Small Displays Ciocca et al. (2007) is based on an Itti and Koch bottom-up attention algorithm but also on top-down considerations as face detection, skin color .... According to a given threshold, the region is either kept or eliminated.
The RSVP (Rapid Serial Visual Presentation de Bruijn & Spence (2000)) method for images can also be adapted to allow in a sequential way and during a short time the visualization and browsing of the interest regions Fan et al. (2003) . Here also, the bottom-up attention saliency is computed with Itti & Koch (2001) while top-down information is added: texts and faces detection. The most relevant interest regions are proposed to mobile phones as key images. Liu et al. (2007) start by segmenting the image into several regions, for which saliency is calculated to provide a global saliency map. The regions are classified according to their attractiveness, which allows to present image regions on small size screens and to browse in big size images.
A completely automatic solution to create thumbnails according to the saliency distribution or the cover rate is presented by Le Meur et al. (2007a) . The size of the thumbnail can be fixed and centered on the saliency map global maximum or adapted to certain parameters such as the saliency distribution. The gaze fixation predicted by a Winner-Take-All algorithm can thus be used and the search for the thumbnail location ends when a given percentage of the total image saliency is reached. A subset of the corners coordinates of the squares in which are predicted eye gaze centered on a local maximum of saliency is determined. The coordinates of the upper left and the lower right corners of the final zoom thumbnail are set to include a square area centered on the relevant local maximum.
Spatio-temporal resolution decrease for uninteresting regions: anisotropic resolution
Perceptual zoom does not always preserve the image structure. For example, Figure 14 shows that the smallest zoom on the left image only comprises part of the castle, which is likely to attract attention. In this case the zoom loses the structure and context of the original image. To keep the image structure when retargeting two main methods are described in this section: warping and seam carving. These methods may cause non-linear visual distortions on several regions of the image ).
Warping
Warping is an operation that maps a position in a source image to a position in a target image by a spatial transformation. This transformation could be a simple scaling transformation Liu & Gleicher (2005) . Another approach of warping is to place a grid mesh onto the image and then compute a new geometry for this mesh (Figure 16 ), such that the boundaries fit the new desired image sizes, and the quad faces covering important image regions remain intact at the expense of larger distortion to the other quads Wang et al. (2008) .
Automatic image retargeting with fisheye-view warping Liu & Gleicher (2005) uses an "importance map" that combines salience and object information to find automatically, with a greedy algorithm, a minimal rectangular region of interest. A non-linear function is then used for warping to ensure that the distortion in the region of interest is smaller than elsewhere in the image.
Non-homogeneous content-driven video-retargeting Wolf et al. (2007) proposes a real-time retargeting algorithm for video. Spatial saliency, face detection and motion detection are computed to provide a saliency matrix. An optimized mapping is computed with a sparse linear system of equations which takes into account some constraints such as importance modeling, boundary substitutions, spatial and time continuity. Ren et al. (2009) introduces a retargeting method based on global energy optimization. Some content-aware methods only preserve high energy pixels, which only achieve local optimization. They calculate an energy map which depends on the static saliency and face detection. The optimal new size of each pixel is computed by linear programming.
The same group proposes a retargeting approach that combines an uniform sampling and a structure-aware image representation Ren et al. (2010) . The image is decomposed with a curve-edge grid, which is determined by using a carving graph such that each image pixel corresponds to a vertex in the graph. A weight is assigned to each vertex connection (only vertical direction) which depends on an energy map using saliency region and face detection. The paths with high connection weight sums in the graph are selected and the target image is generated by uniformly sampling the pixels within the grids. figure 16 ). The method determines an optimal scaling factor for regions with high content importance as well as for regions with homogeneous content which will be distorted. A significance map is computed based on the product of the gradient and the saliency measure which characterizes the visual attractiveness of each pixel. The regions are deformed according to the significance map. A global optimizing process is used repetitively to minimize the quad deformation and grid bending.
Seam carving
Seam carving Avidan & Shamir (2007) allows to retarget the image thanks to an energy function which defines the pixels importance. The most classical energy function is the gradient map, but other functions can be used such as entropy, histograms of oriented gradients, or saliency maps Vaquero et al. (2010) . Low-energy pixels are connected together to make a seam path. The seam paths cross vertically and horizontally the image and are removed. Dynamic programming is used to calculate the optimal seams. The image is readjusted by shifting pixels to compensate the disappeared seams. The process is repeated as often as required to reach the expected sizes. Figure 17 shows an example of seam carving: the original images (A and B) are reduced either by discarding vertical or horizontal seams. On the top row, the classical gradient is used as the energy map, while saliency maps of Wonjun et al. (2011) are used for the bottom row. Depending on the energy map which is used distances, shapes as well as aspect ratio distortions can cause anisotropic stretching Chamaret et al. (2010) . Even if saliency maps Fig. 17 . The original images (A and B) and for each one seams removal (vertical seams for A and horizontal seams for B) using gradient (top-row) and using a saliency map (bottom row). Adapted from: http://cilabs.kaist.ac.kr most of the time work better than simple gradient, they are not perfect and the results can be very different depending on the method used.
For spatio-temporal images, Rubinstein et al. (2008) propose to remove 2D seam manifolds from 3D space-time volumes by replacing dynamic programming method with graph cuts optimization to find the optimal seams. A forward energy criterion is presented which improves the visual quality of the retargeted images. Indeed, the seam carving method removes the seams with the least amount of energy, and might introduce energy into the images due to previously non-adjacent neighbors becoming neighbors. The optimal seam is the one which introduces a minimum amount of energy. Grundmann et al. (2010) proposed a saliency-based spatio-temporal seam-carving approach with much better spatio-temporal continuity than Rubinstein et al. (2008) . The spatial saliency maps are computed on each frame but they are averaged over and history of frames in order to smooth the maps from a temporal point of view. Moreover, the seams proposed by the author are temporally discontinuous providing only the appearance of a continuous seam which helps in keeping both spatial and temporal coherence.
Discussion and perspectives

Two main approaches
In this chapter we discussed the use of saliency-based methods on two main approaches to image and video compression. The first one uses the result of the saliency maps to compress the signal but it does not modify the original spatial (frame resolution) and temporal (video length) size of the signal. The second one uses saliency maps to crop or reduce the spatio-temporal resolution of the signal. In this latter case, the compression is not obtained through signal quality reduction, but through quantity reduction. Of course, both methods can be used together and they are more or less interesting depending on the application.
Automatic human attention prediction issues
As already shown in Figure 12 , different viewers' gaze can be predictable or not depending on the situation, thus a compression system should take this fact into account. If there is not a real salient object standing out from the background, the compression scheme should not take saliency into account while, this one can help if salient objects are present.
Another point to take into account is the shape of the saliency maps. As stated in section Attention models for still images: a comparison, saliency maps with a high resolution and which also highlight edges might be more convenient for compression purposes than more fuzzy approaches. Those maps preserve important details where artifacts would be clearly disturbing.
Attention-based visual coding seems to become less crucial as the bandwidth of Internet and TV continuously increase. Nevertheless, for precise applications like video-surveillance where the quality of uninteresting textures is not a problem and where the transmission bandwidth may be a problem, especially for massive HD multi-camera setups, the saliency-based approaches are very relevant. In the same way, storage of huge amount of live visual data is very resource-demanding and the best compression is needed while preserving the main events.
Concerning image and video retargeting and summarization, the perceptual zooming and smart resizing is of great importance in the context of smart mobile devices becoming common. Those devices have limited screen sizes and their bandwidth is much less easy to control in terms of quality of service and bandwidth. Intelligent and flexible methods of automatic thumbnailing, zoom, resizing and repurposing of audio-video data are crucial for a fast developing HD multimedia browsing market. Of course, in this case, a very good spatio-temporal continuity is required.
Quality evaluation and comparison issue
Coding artifacts in non-salient regions might attract attention of the viewer to these regions, thereby degrading visual quality. This problem is particularly noticeable at low bit rates as it can be seen in Figure 18 : for example some repeating patterns like textures are not interesting but they become interesting (actually annoying) if they have compression artifacts or defects. Several methods have been proposed to detect and reduce such coding artifacts, to keep user's attention on the same regions that were salient before compression. It is however difficult to find appropriate criteria and quality metrics Farias (2010); Ninassi et al. (2007) , and benchmark datasets (e.g., Li et al. (2009) Another recurring problem encountered in writing this review is the lack of cross-comparison between the different methods. For example few authors report compression rates for an equivalent perceptual quality. The notion of "equivalent quality" itself seems difficult to define as even objective methods are not necessary perceptually relevant. This problem is particularly important for the methods in section Attention modeling: what is saliency? but it is also present in the retargeting and summarization methods from section Image retargeting based on saliency maps.
One way to fill in these data would be to provide datasets on the internet that would serve as benchmarks.
Saliency cross-modal integration: combining audio and visual attention
In a multimedia file a lot of information is included into the visual data. But also, supplemental or complementary information can be found within the audio track: audio data could confirm visual data information, help in being more selective or even bring new information that is not present in the camera field of view. Indeed, in some contexts sound might even be the only way to determine where to focus visual attention, for example if several persons are in a room but only one is talking. It seems thus that the use of both visual and audio saliency is a relevant idea.
Multimodal models of attention are unfortunately very few and they are mainly used in the field of robotics such in Ruesch et al. (2008) . Another interesting idea is to localize the sound-emitting regions in a video. Recent work as Lee et al. (2010) has shown the ability to localize sounds in an image.
Given the computationally intensive nature and the real-time requirements of video compression methods and especially in the case of multimodal integration of saliency maps, some algorithms have exploited recent advances in Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) computing. In particular, a parallel implementation of a spatio-temporal visual saliency model has been proposed Rahman et al. (2011) .
Saliency models and new trends in multimedia compression
Visual compression has been a very active field of research and development for over 20 years, leading to many different compression systems and to the definition of international standards. Even though video compression has become a mature field, a lot of research is still ongoing. Indeed, as the quality of the compression increases, so does users' level of expectations and their intolerance to artifacts. Exploiting saliency-based video compression is a challenging and exciting area of research and especially nowadays when saliency models include more and more top-down information and manage to better and better predict real human gaze.
Multimedia applications are a continuously evolving domain and compression algorithms must also evolve and adapt to new applications. The explosion of portable devices with less bandwidth and smaller screens, but also the future semantic TV/web and its object-based description will lead in the future to a higher importance of saliency-based algorithms for multimedia data repurposing and compression. Even though video compression has become a mature field, a lot of research is still ongoing. Indeed, as the quality of the compressed video for a given size or bit rate increases, so does users' level of expectations and their intolerance to artefacts. The development of compression technology has enabled number of applications; key applications in television broadcast field. Compression technology is the basis for digital television. The "Video Compression" book was written for scientists and development engineers. The aim of the book is to showcase the state of the art in the wider field of compression beyond encoder centric approach and to appreciate the need for video quality assurance. It covers compressive video coding, distributed video coding, motion estimation and video quality.
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